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3D printing as easy as printing on a white piece of paper

CUR3D, the first real 3D printing prepress, will revolutionize your workflow with 3D printers. No matter what type of vision
models you want to print, CUR3D will revolutionize, accelerate and simplify your work with 3D printers. Now you can

concentrate on the essentials and CUR3D does the rest. Thus a high level of productivity, quality gain, cost and time savings is
achieved. „Now it’s printable, because it’s CUR3D!“

The first real 3D printing prepress

Most CAD data are not printable out of the box. Usually several hours of preparation of the drawings are necessary: thin walls
and overlapping surfaces must be corrected, as well as wrong normals. The filling of cavities and holes takes much time, too.

And if the scaling factor also deviates from the original data, frustration is pre-programmed. RUHRSOURCE CUR3D (spoken:
cured) reduces the amount of work from many hours to a few minutes. The Gutenberg-revolution for additive manufacturing:
No matter what type of vision models you want to print, CUR3D will revolutionize your work with 3D printers and, above all,

speed up the process. Now you can concentrate on the essentials and CUR3D does the rest.

Some before-and-after examples

Generative StructureSynth design:
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Technical 3D model of an extruder:
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Model of a brick car with interior:
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Medical scan of a urinary tract:
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Data Input – Magic Box – Data Output

CUR3D scales 3D models without loss, thickens surfaces to a printable minimum, corrects overlapping surfaces as well
as improper normals and closes gaps.

CUR3D operates completely automatic, fast and absolutely secure. You determine a file to be made printable, set the
appropriate dimensions and a desired resolution, CUR3D does the rest, and you can take care of other things.

And the best: CUR3D runs perfectly local on your computer system. There is no cloud; None of your data end up in
foreign hands, but stay with you!

CUR3D is the first real 3D printing prepress, making it the first software on the market to prepare every model for 3D
printing.

CUR3D supports every 3d printing process and 3d printer.

FAQ:

What are the CUR3D Maker Edition features?

Quite simply: everything the maker’s heart desires.

3D printing data preparation by measure in different quality levels for all printing processes

Quickly process the data in seconds
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Easy to use and almost no learning process

Import and export in STL format

Is it a subscription model or do I have to pay for CUR3D Maker Edition only
once?

It is a one time payment. For the CUR3D Maker Edition there will be no subscription!

Can I use the CUR3D ME commercially?

No. Soon, however, a DLC will appear which gives the buyer the rights to commercialize the CUR3D Maker Edition.

Can I open project files from the professional version in CUR3D Maker
Edition?

No.
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Title: CUR3D Maker Edition
Genre: Animation & Modeling, Design & Illustration, Education, Utilities
Developer:
RUHRSOURCE GmbH
Publisher:
RUHRSOURCE GmbH
Release Date: 26 Jul, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Microsoft Windows 7*

Processor: 64 bit system

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX* 11 graphics card

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 150 MB available space

English,German
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My Review For This Game:

Pros:
- I enjoyed the pixel style graphics.
- The idea behind the game was good.
- I was interested in the story.

Cons:
- There is no menu to change sound options or keybindings or anything.
- The "record store" is WAY too loud.
- If I pressed ESC, I couldn't find a way to keep playing and had to start over from the beginning.
- Used a Swing and when I tried to leave it, it pulled me back into it and started rapidly moving everywhere and when the game
faded to black and spawned me on the next day, I spawned like 100ft in the air and had no way of interacting with the game.

Overall, I was excited to play a new pixel style game with a story that interested me but due to the glitches in the gameplay, I
wasn't able to progress in the story at all.

TL;DR - Good premise but too glitchy.. Boring RPG maker game with attempts at self-aware humor that misses more often
than it hits.. I do not reccomend the loco in it's current state, but read on for more information.

DTG have taken an IHH model and have done... something... to it. I imagine a quick texture upgrade to make it compatible with
the latest version of TS, but other than that it's a mystery to me. I wish DTG would've done better justice to the last steam loco
built by BR.

PROS:
-Good looking, supposedly modernised model, something DTG is getting good at.
-Inclusion of a single and double-chimney version, with BR1A and BR1D tenders. 16T mineral wagons and a brake van are also
included.
-Fun scenarios. I acutally enjoyed a little challenge in them.

CONS:
-Bad sounds. As usual, DTG fall short of making a two-cylinder, double chinmey beheamoth sound daunting. At high speeds it
sounds like a diesel engine running out of fuel, oil, and coolant, all at the same time. Exactly like the European Asset Black 5...
Oh wait....
-In-cab features need work. The ejector knobs have been modelled, but not animated and used. They just sit there in front of
your face in the cab with no purpose other than to look interesting and unimportant.
-I can't change the headcode from Fast Freight, whish isn't all bad I suppose, considering that's what the 9F was built for. But
when I'm pulling a railtour with Evening Star, I want an Express headcode up front.
-Reliance on 3rds parties to fix otherwise correctable issues. there, I said it.

SSS have a great sound pack that adds seperate sounds to both the single and double-chimey versions, along with some cool
smoke particle effects and a new "dynamic" trillable whistle to replace the standard, repeating, shrieking mess. Steam chest
simulation and accurate brakes, among other things are also included. If you're gonna get this mammoth, don't bother unless you
intend to get the SSS pack alongside it.

This is DTG's way to make a quick pound (or dollar, in my case) with a second-hand model, with no real attention paid to the
contents they spewed forth. Rescued from perdition by SSS, it's a great model for the extra money of a 3rd party enhancement.

Overall 65%, with SSS pack 80%
. Okay Nay Sayers...
As others have said, this is a port of a mobile game.
That said, it is not bad for what it is.
If you can find it on sale, I think it would be an asset to anyones library that enjoys uncomlicated shooting, TD-type products. I
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think it is worth $5 at most.
You actually play this with a single mouse stroke input to spin the ship in the direction you want to go. After that, its all about
upgrades, upgrades and more upgrades, as in any other TD game. It is by no means easy to win and there are plenty of
maps\/missions to play. It can get a little messy on screen when a crap load of enemy ships are exploding everywhere and it is
easy to lose your mouse pointer when trying to find the right on-screen button you are looking to push. That brings me to the
worst part of this game...unbindable keys. Er, that is to say, NO keys are available. If you dont want to do it with a mouse you
are shitouta luck. It probably will never be updated, either as the last message from Devs was back in 2017. Other than that, it is
a finished prodfuct without any bugs so far.
Sometimes you dont really want to spend all day learning a new game. Battleship LW is the sort of product you can play within
5 minutes of starting.
No muss, No fuss. Really, I would equate it with GOF 2, and that game seems to get high praise for a mobile port.. i didnt get
the scope the grip or the silencer WTF developers i bought this pack for a reason. All the planes work as expected except for the
float plane. The engine never starts. If anybody out there can figue out how to start the engine please post it.. Cannot play this
game- tried it on three different computers and it fails to load every time.. Really useful dlc for payday 2. Shurikens can do:

Help in stealth. No more random grenades that ruin stealth.

In loud you can kill an enemy when you need to reload or even out of ammo.

Can be retrieved after use.

Help save your ammo.

They're also pretty powerful and can disable enemies temporarily.

You can kill silently even if you forget your silent gun and don't have or can't dominate.So even if you don't like another
things in this dlc, you can buy it only for shurikens. They worth it.. I ran this piece of sh\u2665t over 5 minutes so that I
could say f\u2665\u2665k u Digital Fushion here, thanks u mo\u2665\u2665erf\u2665\u2665kers for releasing my
childhood on steam and r\u2665pe it, I bet you a\u2665\u2665holes really need someone to lay the sh\u2665t down after
you lay your sh\u2665t on it.
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\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\
u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591. The Japanese dlc. Works well if you want to remember how to say the word,
but that is about it. When it comes to writing you may want to use another program. Japanese technically has four
writing systems, romanji (English letters), hiragana, katakana (used for foreign words) and finally kanji (Adopted
Chinese characters). So only use for speaking and understanding. Whereas for writing there are plenty of free apps on
Google play store to use, such as kanji recogniser and obenkyo. Having said that, the Japanese spoken is authentic,
spoken by proper natives. But uses basically the '\u308bru' form which is a more casual form. But Japanese verbs are
more complex, there's 'Te (\u3066) form' usually for joining sentences or used as a form of command eg (Tasukete
\u52a9\u3051\u3066 Help!, Tabete \u98df\u3079\u3066 Eat), the Masu (\u307e\u3059) form which is more polite,
there's past and future tense forms and imperative to name a few. All of these are summed up in either Godan verbs,
Ichidan verbs and irregular verbs (which dictate how you 'add' onto the Stem to create a form eg Tabe \u98df\u3079 is
the stem for To Eat. Adding Tai \u305f\u3044 (expresses Want) to the stem= Tabetai \u98df\u3079\u305f\u3044 Want
to eat). However because of the constant repetition needed to 'excel' a word it does help with memorizing.
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Good Ck2 Themed Rock! album. I kinda wonder what will happen If they make a full Prog Album for CK2. Talented People.. I
also needed to re-enter the install key ... but one email to Aerofly support and a new key was generated, and off I went. Don't let
something as trivial as this change your mind about a rock solid PC flight simulation experience.. The only thing I am not able to
understand in this game is why she has no weapons and why can't she use her hands, other than that the game is really fun to
play, especially when you enlarge those melons they look awesome & It encourages you to fight more and more.

The story is descent one, a girl out to prove her innocence and wants to clean her hands off a murder. Fights her way to victory
in one battle or the other with MAGEDOLLS which are created by some witch who herself lost control over them. Lack of
weapons and lack of hand to hand combat for the main character is a drawback, even a pet would have been a great help, all you
have to do is collect gold coins and buy lingerene or dress or accessories with every item costing you 500 gold. Gold is hard to
collect, and it becomes tougher as you move up the levels. Also I found that makeup items are missing, and no voice
customizations either, even the speech between two characters in the main story are shadowed by music. Also the clothes are
fragile and tend to break after more than two hits. But the game is a superhit, i strongly recommend this game. It is awesome to
play with xbox controller.. Great game! Local multiplayer games in VR are great and we need more of it! Also great throwback
to late 90s\/early 2000s 3D platformers, which I love!

Unlike some other people, I think that the game is perfectly balanced. The only issue is that whereas the boss is easy to pick up
for everyone, for playing the hero some experience in console gaming is of advantage due to the fact that there are more actions
than just moving around, jumping and attacking. But this isn't the games fault. I myself love playing both characters!

I don't regret buying the game but contentwise the game doesn't have much to offer. There's one level, one hero and one boss so
it might get old quickly, especially if you're playing with the same friend over and over again. I really hope that the devs will
expand the game because apart from that, I love it!. By FAR one of the best choose your own adventure games out there. The
magic system is incredibly interesting and innovative in its costs and effects, the characters are great, and I really appreciate the
LGBT+ representation. Highly recommended!. I gave up on this game after over an hour of hour of pointless wandering. The
scenery is pretty and relaxing at first, but there are slow sections that just drag on and on. While you're supposed to be going to a
specific location, there's no way to tell where you are, which trail to take when it splits and if you're spending a lot of time going
in the wrong direction. I'd love to have come upon any of the interesting scenes shown in the previews and samples, but all I
managed to do was to travel a great distance, maybe in circles, and listen to poetry snippets every so often that didn't mean a
thing to me.

If I was on the right trail, I couldn't tell. If I was lost, I couldn't tell. I saw no one, and eventually hit a section of the trail on a
mountain that I could not follow. It was too steep. With nothing to show for more than an hour, I just don't care to walk the
paths any more. If I had run across any of the shown scenes about the game once in a while, it might have been worth the time.
But I've completely lost interest after a lot of nothing has happened.. Well... I'm not sure if I should be disappointed or not about
this. First, while the information presented in the "game" is decent enough, it is lacking several important things, namely most of
Jupiter's moons, as well as all of Saturn's, Uranus's, and Neptunes. The Asteroid Belt is also not mentioned, and some of the
graphics are jarring.

Being rather cheap, one would not expect much, I guess. As for the Trading Cards, they have yet to be implimented. Which is
also a bit disappointing, since one would expect eight to eleven at least (each of the planets, the Sun, the Moon, and maybe
Europa or other Satellites of Jupiter).. Do you like puzzles? Do you like puzzles that make you think? Do you like puzzles that
make you scratch your head?

Well Terraform seems to do all the above and more. It has a great learning curve slowing throwing in new elements with each
new puzzle and then a puzzle or 2 to reinforce what you have learned so far. It is definately making me think more as it goes.
You can start a puzzle and stare at it for a bit to get a logical procession in your head and then find it only half works. Puzzles
are supposed to be just that - A PUZZLE. Good job of doing that.

For the low price it will give you plenty to think about.

Its a simple to learn yet complex game worth taking a look at.
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